
What other comments do you have?  
 
What other comments do you have?  
 
This is a dog-friendly community as part of its character. Also note, landscape design and 
materials are typically high quality. 
 
Thank you so much for organizing this effort! 
 
If you really take and inventory of Ansley Park’s homes, I would bet many of the homes 
people believe to be “historic” are actually new build or largely renovated homes which have 
abided by current zoning guidelines.  Additionally, in my opinion, Ansley Park has no 
definable architectural aesthetic style to enforce.  Finally, older trees can be hazardous and 
should be reviewed by a certified arborist.  Trees age and are a renewable resource. 
 
When someone buys a property, they should be able to change it within reason to what "fits" 
in the neighborhood/street.  A renovations or a new build should be in line with what's 
already on the street.  They also should NEVER decrease the value of houses next to it 
because it blocked a view or over crowed the next lot. 
 
Thank you, thank you for all the hard work that has gone into this process and for asking us 
all to pause, and think, and really value the amazing and unique neighborhood we have here 
in Ansley Park.   
I'm a native Atlantan and have been a fan of Ansley Park for decades.  I'm only recently an 
owner there, though.  So my opinions are subject to change. 
 
It will destroy the neighborhood, and result in a terrible fracture and much litigation, if you 
attempt to legislate home design to a certain style. I will help fund the lawsuits.  
 
I would like to help. 
 
I feel if higher density is allowed,  it will be the end of Ansley Park.  Builders & politicians will 
run with the ball in the name of money with no real restrictions or enforcement in place.   
 
The current proposal for multi-family unit re-zoning should be fought vigorously. 
 
I know this not a popular stance, but I think much of this effort against the new housing 
proposal is very privileged NIMBY and tone deaf. I've been attending Beltline meetings for 
the last 5 years, so maybe I'm ahead of the neighborhood on understanding the density and 
population increase coming to Atlanta. It's coming. We are all a part of it. We need to do 
what we can to provide affordable housing especially within access of public transport. Why 
does Ansley Park feel so privileged that we are not supposed to be a part of this?  



It seems that some homes now being build clearly do not meet the current zoning 
requirements. There are 2 examples now being built on Barksdale that seem to either be too 
tall or cover more than 50% of the property, or both. Why is this being allowed?  Do they just 
pay a fine and move on? 
 
I would like the 50% lot coverage to be less to accomodate an ADU or garage or both. 
 
Do Not Give In...there is big money trying to ruin the neighborhood 
 
I am all for allowing some development but absolutely don't trust developers, especially since 
our planning commission seems to be fairly toothless or very pro-development. So if we can 
build in some safeguards, I think people should be allowed to build on their land. And I 
theoretically support more medium income housing. But it seems like all the multifam units 
are not aimed at middle class people   
 
Kudos to the Ansley Forever committee! 
 
Argh. I had typed a bunch of comments and ACCIDENTALLY deleted them. No more time to 
spend on this right now but look forward to sharing in a conversation 
 
Thank you for all your work to protect our lovely neighborhood! 
 
All trees should need to be reviewed and approved to be cut down/ and for each tree cut 
down  three more should be required to plant  
 
Be careful. Historic designation will create a schism in this neighborhood that will take a long 
time to heal. We do NOT want to be Druid Hills. 
 
keep the Historic designations and unique nature of the neighborhood alive and well , Joe & 
Laura Cullen  
 
Been here off and on 66 years  
 
Thank you to the neighbors demonstrating such dedication and hard work towards this 
important cause.  
 
Atlanta does not have an ocean, a big mountain or other amenities: it is a city in a forest. It is 
about trees. We have beautiful neighborhoods. Let's not destroy our one claim to fame. 
 
It is unfortunate that some people think there is some unseemly ulterior motive with Ansley 
Park Forever. We all moved into this neighborhood and many of us made some level of long 
term investment because we like the greenspace, the curvilinear streets, the older homes, 
the tree canopy, the community, and all things that make this neighborhood what it is. It is 



puzzling and disturbing to me that people would paint this as exclusionary or underhanded to 
try to preserve this historic oasis in the city. It always was and hopefully will be a special and 
unique neighborhood.   
 
Let's not have Ansley Park go down the path of other historic intown neighborhoods around 
the country that have been compromised by pressure for density. Ie. San Francisco. 
 
We need trees and green areas as part of our cities. It brings people together.  
 
Private property rights should always be paramount.   
Thank you for all the hard work on this important issue. 
 
We should not allow homes to be built that do not relate to the original homes that are here 
today.  
 
We love in one of oldest houses in the neighborhood and we intend to do everything possible 
to preserve our home and highly support the same for the rest of the neighborhood. 
 
The storm water drains and pipes are in terrible condition.  With heavy rain we see feet of 
water that collects on the surface within minutes.  We have got to press the City to focus on 
this issue.  I have had storm water pipes collapse on my property and under my house.  I have 
paid for engineers to camera the pipes near and around my house.  They are near failure 
from collapse.    Sidewalk and street repair.  Our sidewalks need attention.  I understand it is 
the homeowners responsibility.  APCA should have more authority to hold the homeowner 
accountable.  Street repairs.  When AGL replaced valves approximately 15-20 years ago, they 
patched our asphalt streets with concrete.  APCA allowed this.  When Google fiber installed 
fiber optic cables in Ansley 5-10 years ago, they destroyed our sidewalks and streets .  They 
were not held accountable.  They never connected their fiber optic service to homes in 
Ansley and pulled out of that business.  We need to hold Google accountable to come back 
and remove their junction boxes and repair/replace sidewalks and any street area where 
they used concrete.    Street lights.  We have plenty of spots throughout Ansley Park where 
we need additional street lights.  I have called over the years only to be told “no”.  For the 
over twenty years I have personally paid Ga Power each month for two street lights in the 
alley between 16th and 17th streets.  I had them installed in the late 1990s.  Why can’t APCA 
do this for spots around the neighborhood where it is needed? 
 
We had a chance to seek historic designation a generation ago, but many residents  opposed 
it because they feared being prevented from doing what they wanted to do.  That selfish fear 
has landed us in the situation we have just found ourselves in.  It's time to seek a historic 
designation that will, naturally, prevent homeowners from having complete freedom.   
Preserving the neighborhood needs to be our common goal. 
 
Please protect our trees above all! 



 
I am not in favor of any regulations  
 
The green space and park-like feel, as well as a predominance of more classical architecture, 
make Ansley Park the unique and desirable neighborhood that it is.  My hope is that the 
character of the neighborhood does not change.  Once it is gone, it can never be replaced.  
Now is the time to preserve it.  I am in support of the historic designation. 
 
I am 65 and have lived here for 33 years. I now have a clear cut lot across the street form me 
and another behind me, in Sherwood Forest. I have already lived through lots of new 
construction around me and I foresee that this will be constant  for the rest of my life. I no 
longer enjoy my walks near my house the way I used to, as so many trees have been 
removed. I have been planting the traffic islands for 30 years, and maintaining a garden. The 
people who move into the huge new houses love the green spaces but don't seem to 
contribute to the look of the neighborhood. If the building of spec houses could be 
prevented, I would support that. The plans for the house across the street from me include a 
chimney that looks like a smokestack. It is 95 Montgomery Ferry Dr. Look it up and see the 
future of Ansley Park. 
 
I lived in Druid Hills for 20 years and although sometimes the historic commission could be a 
challenge to get some changes to houses approved, they have gone a great job of 
maintaining the historic characteristic and low density for the neighborhood. I would be in 
favor of the same type of oversight for Ansley Park.  
 
Ansley is a uniquely charactered and situated neighborhood in ATL and the US. As such it is 
worth preserving. Current and future residents are attracted to AP for its character and 
location. Developers who won’t live in AP want to exploit its uniqueness for profit. AP should 
therefore be governed by residents only.  
 
Thank you for your efforts to help preserve the uniqueness that drew us all to Ansley Park.  
Your efforts are greatly appreciated.  
 
Please get city involved to enforce sidewalk requirements, without this involvement, most 
homeowners will not repair  
 
Why not develop West Midtown? West Midtown has dilapidated and abandoned commercial 
and even industrial areas. It has a great potential and need for residential development. Why 
force more people into an already developed and lovely area. Why muck up a good thing?  
The new Westside Park, larger than Piedmont is lovely and in Midtown West. Take a drive 
from Ansley Park to Westside Park. You will see wonderful opportunities for multi-family and 
single family in-town housing. Start by focusing and rezoning the area around Westside Park. 
Don’t destroy a lovely, historic, green area by forcing in more housing and crowding existing 
housing.  



 
Thanks to those who are providing outstanding leadership in these intense times. 
 
We need to be careful that we aren't conflating the zoning fight at the Atlanta City Council 
with what is a much more divisive fight around putting in restrictions on modern home 
builds.  Mr. Dimmick's note in the Ansleyphile seems to treat them one and the same but 
they are not. 
 
I think Airbnb should be banned but recognize that is not the purpose of this surgery.  :)  
We cannot let developers pay off city council . We need Historic designation.  
 
Thank you for working on this. 
 
main concern with increased density is the purchase and use of them as air bnb's - increasing 
parking, traffic and noise with no improvement in affordability or quality of life for resident 
homeowners. 
 
Some of my survey responses are tentative because I don't have as much information as I 
would like about some of the issues addressed--e.g., tree size for removal without permit, 
building height of structures along Piedmont Road.    Thank you for all your work on this 
effort! 
 
We have one of the greatest neighborhoods in the world. The high density agenda is 
misguided if not malicious and would horribly harm or ruin Ansley Park. There are many 
areas in the City that can be developed without destroying gems like Ansley Park. People who 
use terms like "walkshed" should be laughed at, not indulged. 
 
My husband and I rented an apartment here in 1976. We quickly decided to figure a way to 
stay in Ansley Park. We bought our first home on The Prado in 1979 and our current home on 
17th St in 1988. We have never considered living anywhere else in Atlanta. Ansley Park is as 
good as it gets for a neighborhood community in every respect. That includes diversity of 
neighbors, historical character of homes,  the well kept green spaces, civic opportunities, and 
old and new friendships.  
 
I wish I had the resources to preserve/renovate all the original homes in Ansley Park. My 
heart breaks every time another original home is destroyed. Having gone through the 
renovation process, however, I understand why more people don’t do it.     The City makes it 
very difficult to modify an existing structure, vs allowing developers to replace historic homes 
with infill development. The sad thing is that tearing down an old home is one of the worst 
things you can do for the environment and local economy by encouraging waste/increased 
landfill and material-intensive construction vs preservation of raw materials and labor-
intensive work for skilled trades.     If my house were in the market today in the shape in 
which I bought it, it would be considered a tear down. But foundation wall cracks can be 



repaired, sagging floors can  be reinforced, and old/peeling siding replaced. It just takes a 
little imagination and determination to save an old home for the next generation.  
 
Keep the character, the environment, the green space. 
 
I would like to see Ansley preserved as the unique, historic neighborhood that it is along with 
the few others that have been retained in the City.   
 
One very special feature of Ansley Park I being able to see the Midtown skyline from single 
family homes.  It's a wonderful feature.  
 
Ansley Park is a rare gem, a family-friendly community with mature trees and parks in an 
urban center.  It should be preserved as is. 
 
Thanks for your hard work 
 
There is a lot of concern about "affordability" however, the cost of new construction does 
not support affordable market-rate deals nor are there any lots large enough to support an 
4% or 9% tax credit development.   
 
We must do what is necessary to retain Ansley Park’s  historic intent and integrity. What is 
the minimum percent of originally historically designated homes that must remain so lest we 
lose our designation? What is the specific minimum number of homes and how many do we 
have now? If those numbers provide legal protection via historic designation, then we need 
to do what is necessary to maintain that number.  
 
Thank you for all your work in this.   
 
Ansley Park is a special place. It has been recognized nationally for its mix of historic homes, 
parks and beautiful streetscapes. We must do everything we can to preserve this wonderful 
area for future Atlantans. 
 
Midtown would not have grown and matured in the way that it has over the past several 
decades had Ansley Park not been brought back from its decline in the late 60's and early 
70's.  Midtown would be much different today had Ansley Park not been planned and built 
during the early years of the 20th century.  Midtown will benefit from Ansley Park's presence 
in it as a link to its past and as a bridge to its future.  
 
Thank you for all of your hard work on this project! 
 
We must have all the candidates running for Mayor take a stand on this zoning issue and we 
should support the candidates(s) that are only against rezoning. 
 



Residential traffic only. Provides best safety for residents.  
 
Thanks for you hard work on this. Many offs still have lots to learn about zoning nuances  
 
Just “blending in “ is not an acceptable design for new construction. New construction should 
be visually stimulating  
 
Those of us who live in these historic, 100 plus year old homes do so at significant expense 
and upkeep. We do so out of love and stewardship for the history and architecture of this 
unique neighborhood and its parks. We must do everything we can to preserve the beauty 
and integrity of this truly special neighborhood. If we don’t fight for it right now, it may be 
unrecognizable in the near future. 
 
Important to preserve Ansley Park as a historic Atlanta neighborhood 
 
The mature trees provide us shade and we enjoy our gardens especially during the time of 
the recent pandemic. 
 
Please don't make to many changes that kill the look and feel of this historic neighborhood  
 
thanks to all who are working so hard on this..    just looking at the devastation of trees and 
the building of two houses so close together at the corner of P'tree Cir. and The Prado should 
give every one pause to what could happen...  
 
PLEASE put huge signs in the parks telling people to leash dogs. Please don’t let people take 
up entire parks as the dog run.  And please, please, keep dogs off the kids playgrounds.  I’d 
like to see Ansley turn a small park into a dog park and ask everyone with dogs to socialize 
their dogs there.   Unleash dogs are a huge problem in our parks.  If you can’t fix that, how 
are you going to manage big government issues like zoning?  Sorry, I know not the forum, but 
no one is being heard.   
 
Change is not bad but we certainly don’t want condo after condo after condo after condo.  
We do not want the density that the rezoning proposes. 
 
Much of the new construction around the park looks like office buildings. They really are 
ruining the historic feel. I don’t want every house to look alike but the new ones do-painted 
white brick with big windows of glass and metal.   
 
 
The proposed changes would be disastrous to the character of the area, and would destroy 
(not just in Ansley but in other areas) the unique attractiveness created by the juxtaposition 
of dense urban areas with single family homes.  I moved here exactly because of my ability to 
own a home, with a yard and mature trees, two blocks away from the museum and theater.  



What is accomplished by losing the charm of 100 year old homes, mature tree canopy, and a 
historically significant neighborhood?? 
 
Some streets, especially the Prado and 15th St.  should be reduced in width to increase green 
space and reduce discourage speeding cars 
 
Ansley needs a bulldog zoning/land use attorney on retainer.  The price of "constant 
vigilance."  
 
Thank you Jennifer Friese and others that are tirelessly working to preserve our 
neighborhood!! 🙏 thanks! 
 
Increased density and increased multi family units should be discouraged/prohibited.  I 
support the effort to make Ansley Park a historic designation. 
 
We and many other friends and neighbors are very thankful that this has become a hot topic.  
Demolition, tree removal, erosion, water run off and related issues have become 
exacerbated in 2020/2021. I would continue to impress on residents that we are NOT 
proposing the 'rules of Druid Hills'.  Remind everyone we are trying to protect/preserve the 
Historic character of one of Atlanta's original intown neighborhoods and what we are 
pressing for can also be considered Property Value Protection.  
 
I was a bit confused on the demolition facade and siding statements and left most of those 
blank until I can better understand the implications.  
 
Larger family homes required for the market today are not ideal for Ansley.  Once we realize 
that, and buyers adjust their expectations, the neighborhood new direction will feel sound.   
 
The APCA security ops lead should be thanked for her years of service and offered retirement 
at 80 years old to allow more sustainable services with less rancor and favoritism to her 
friends. Cyber security and modern homeowner surveillance tools should be integrated into 
new security operations with a younger person, emphasizing  neutrality to ALL neighbors, 
whether they are owners or renters.  Jane Harmon deserves retirement from APCA and a 
thank you to make way for sustainable leadership in this role!     Future surveys should allow 
for questions without proscribed answers, since I found the answers were  too narrow for a 
truly accurate response from me. I would also consider numbering  priorities be an option for 
answers to some of the questions since multiple responses were not often possible and a yes 
or no response too narrow for the question asked. .       I appreciate ALL the work that 
Jennifer and her committee are doing! Strong work!  
 
Let The Fox be a good lesson to Atlanta; we learned that history is important to all residents.  
Atlanta tends to rip down all and replace with few restrictions.  Save the beauty and the 
trees.  We'll be glad we did.  Important to replace huge concrete swaths (ie. Atl Civic Ctr) with 



trees and housing with some affordable housing as on major transit route.  Retain setbacks to 
accommodate trees, prevent flooding/ massive runoff. 
 
As a historian, one of the tasks I have undertaken since we purchased our condo at Ansley 
Arms has been to research the history of the building, which was built in 1921. It is, in my 
opinion, horrible that the building was radically altered when it was converted to condos in 
1979. All the historic character was stripped from the exterior and can never be accurately 
restored. I wish it had not been allowed in 1979 but truly hope that measures could be put 
into place that would not allow such changes in future.  
 
I am glad we got ask our opinions.  
 
Strong support to the pushback to the current CPU and amendments to damage a significant 
part of Ansley Park to pursue a current national planning professional preference for higher 
and higher density with modern buildings that are largely disposable and generic. I support a 
vision of maintaining the mix of historic housing stock along with smart redevelopment to 
boost areas of the city left behind while maintaining some affordable housing for those 
residents. Simply destroying historic single family homes to replace them with luxury and 
expensive multi-family seems short sighted and cynical on the part of the planning 
department and certain members of the counsel.  
 
It is also very important that Ansley Park retains its status on the National Registry of Historic 
Places. 
 
we can't ignore economics. Permitting ADUs and IDUs makes owning a home in the 
neighborhood affordable for existing and prospective residents. If we stick to the current 
definition of single-family home we create the incentive to demolish the house. 
 
Ansley Park is a special neighborhood, and one of the few neighborhoods in Atlanta that can 
be preserved. That is why most of us live here. We need to protect it.  
 
I love the look and feel of Ansley, but some historic homes are better off being torn down.  
Generally speaking the majority of new homes that have replaced older homes through 
demolition are wonderful additions to the neighborhood.  Who are we to say that the homes 
being built today are not being designed by the next Shutze or Neil Reid?  Modern 
architecture is no my personal taste, but I think it adds to the eclectic feel of the 
neighborhood.  For example, Bobby McAlpine's personal house is a great addition and adds 
much more to the neighborhood than what was previously there.  99% of new homes are 
designed by world class architects.  Most people spending $1 million + on a lot are not going 
to hire a bad architect.  I am all for good design, but do not think we need to restrict property 
rights when we have a system that works very well. 
 



Its hard to know where to start with all of this.   1)  This whole committee and their work is a 
solution in search of a problem.  There continues to be millions of dollars spent by individuals 
to renovate, rebuild, expand and update their properties and somehow this committee views 
that as a problem.   2)  The value of land in Ansley Park is already so high (and climbing) that 
it ensures that anything built is going to be accessible for the luxury market only.  3)  If you 
are so concerned about specific infill properties, at least have the courage to individually 
name those properties so we can all understand what you'd like the power to outlaw.   4) If 
you are concerned about property being built without parking, why not work to eliminate on-
street parking in total?  That would reduce the attractiveness of building without parking.   5) 
People already have the ability to permanently preserve their properties.  They can either 
never sell it and keep it as is or put a preservation easement on it.  It would be helpful for you 
to publish how many properties have taken this step.   Have the committee members taken 
this step?  If no, why not? What you are talking about is effectively taking away people's 
personal property rights by majority vote.   Your mindset is truly frightening. 
 
thank you for forming Ansley Park Forever.  We voted for historic zoning the first time 
around. 
 
My worry is less about multi family dwellings. It is the out of scale new large homes that are a 
threat to the character of the neiborhood. 

 


